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Abstract

Index modulation-aided orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (IM-OFDM) is a promising modulation technique to achieve high spectral and energy efficiency. In this chapter, the conventional optical OFDM schemes are firstly reviewed, followed by the principles of IM-OFDM. The application of IM-OFDM in visible light communication (VLC) systems is introduced, and its performance is compared with conventional optical OFDM, which verifies its superiority. Finally, the challenges and opportunities of IM-OFDM are discussed for the VLC applications.
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1. Introduction

Orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) has become a ubiquitous digital communication technique, which is widely employed in visible light communication (VLC) [1]. Since intensity modulation with direct detection is utilized in VLC for low-cost implementation, the signals modulated on the light-emitting diodes (LEDs) should be real-valued and nonnegative [2]. Therefore, various optical OFDM schemes have been proposed to satisfy these constraints, namely DC-biased optical OFDM (DCO-OFDM) [3], asymmetrically clipped optical OFDM (ACO-OFDM) [4], pulse-amplitude-modulated discrete multi-tone (PAM-DMT) [5], unipolar OFDM (U-OFDM) [6], and Flip OFDM [7]. In all these optical OFDM schemes, Hermitian symmetry is utilized on the OFDM subcarriers before inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT), so that the time-domain signals are real-valued. To ensure the nonnegativity, DC bias can be imposed on the resultant signals, leading to low-energy efficiency. Alternatively, special arrangements on the signals in the time or frequency domain are used in Refs. [3–7] without
the need of DC bias, which generate non-negative signals at the cost of spectral efficiency loss. In order to overcome the spectral efficiency loss while maintaining high-energy efficiency, several hybrid schemes are proposed [8–11]. For example, in asymmetrically clipped DC-biased optical OFDM (ADO-OFDM) [8] and hybrid ACO-OFDM (HACO-OFDM) [9], ACO-OFDM with odd subcarriers is combined with DCO-OFDM and PAM-DMT modulating even subcarriers for simultaneous transmission, respectively. In layered ACO-OFDM (LACO-OFDM) [10] and enhanced U-OFDM (eU-OFDM) [11], multiple streams of ACO-OFDM or U-OFDM are superposed for higher spectral efficiency.

Recently, the index modulation (IM) technique has been introduced to OFDM to enhance its performance [12, 13], where the information is transmitted not only with the classic amplitude and phase modulation schemes but also implicitly by the indices of the activated subcarriers. Compared with classical OFDM, IM-aided OFDM (IM-OFDM) offers a promising trade-off between the bit error rate (BER) performance and the spectral efficiency by changing the number of activated subcarriers, the usage of constellation alphabets, and so on. In fact, the primary concept of IM-aided OFDM was proposed two decades ago, which was termed as parallel combinatorial OFDM [14]. After the development of spatial modulation (SM) (or IM) in recent years, it attracts extensive attentions. In Refs. [15], subcarrier index modulation (SIM-OFDM) is proposed, where the status of each subcarrier (ON or OFF) carries one-bit information while the activated subcarriers are modulated by conventional constellations such as quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) and phase shift keying (PSK). Additional bits can be transmitted by the indices of activated subcarriers, and the energy efficiency is improved with inactivated subcarriers. However, since the bit rate is unstable for different information bits, it may cause error propagation at the receiver. To address this issue, enhanced SIM-OFDM (ESIM-OFDM) is proposed in Refs. [16], where every two subcarriers are paired and only one subcarrier is activated in each pair. However, the spectral efficiency is reduced since the bits transmitted by indices of subcarriers are halved. In Refs. [17], OFDM with index modulation (OFDM-IM) is proposed where subcarriers are partitioned into several subblocks and the information bits are transmitted by both the indices of activated subcarriers and signal constellations in each subblock. The benefit of OFDM-IM is that less power is required since only a fraction of the subcarriers is employed for modulation, while the indices of activated subcarriers can be utilized to transmit extra bits. However, the inactivated subcarriers waste enormous precious frequency resources and reduce the spectral efficiency significantly. Moreover, it is shown that although OFDM-IM outperforms conventional OFDM with low spectral efficiency below 2 bit/s/Hz, it may perform even worse than OFDM when high-order constellations are utilized to achieve high spectral efficiency [18]. Furthermore, a subcarrier-level interleaving technique is introduced to OFDM-IM in Refs. [19], which enlarges the Euclidean distances between different transmitted symbols. In Refs. [20], OFDM-IM is combined with space-time block codes with coordinate interleaving, enhancing its BER performance due to the additional diversity gain. Besides, generalized schemes of OFDM-IM have been proposed in Refs. [21, 22], where the number of activated subcarriers of each OFDM subblock is variable, and index modulation is performed on both the in-phase and quadrature components of the modulated symbols, respectively. The generalized schemes are capable of enhancing the spectral efficiency of conventional OFDM-IM significantly. Additionally, [23] facilitates a spectrally efficient IM-OFDM scheme by employing various constellations and numbers of activated subcarriers in different subblocks. Moreover, OFDM-IM is also combined
with multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) systems [24, 25], yielding considerable performance improvement over conventional MIMO-OFDM. Furthermore, OFDM-IM has been applied to underwater acoustic communications as well as vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure applications [26–28], leading to performance gains. Recently, the dual-mode index modulation-aided OFDM (DM-OFDM) is proposed in Refs. [29], where all the subcarriers are utilized to carry information unlike OFDM-IM. For each subblock, the subcarriers are divided into two groups modulated by two different constellation modes. The indices of either group can be used to transmit extra information bits. Therefore, DM-OFDM achieves higher spectral efficiency than both OFDM-IM and conventional OFDM. The generalized scheme of DM-OFDM is invoked in Refs. [30] to further enhance the spectral efficiency, where the number of subcarriers modulated by the same constellation mode is alterable. In addition, the performance trade-off of IM-OFDM schemes is investigated with theoretical analysis in Refs. [31, 32], which help to enhance the overall performance of IM-OFDM.

Due to the distinct advantages of IM-OFDM, it is also applied to VLC systems. Considering the intensity modulation property of VLC, the existent IM-OFDM schemes cannot be directly introduced to VLC, and several optical IM-OFDM (O-IM-OFDM) schemes [33, 34] have been proposed. Hence, O-IM-OFDM is investigated in this chapter by introducing the transceiver design, performing the theoretical analysis, evaluating the numerical results, and pointing out its challenges and potentials.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the optical OFDM schemes for VLC, while the principles of IM-OFDM for VLC are detailed in Section 3. In Section 4, several challenges and opportunities are discussed for the deployment of IM-OFDM in VLC, and conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. Optical OFDM for visible light communications

Due to the intensity modulation property, the transmitted signals are constrained to be real-valued and nonnegative in VLC. Typically, Hermitian symmetry is imposed on the frequency-domain subcarriers to generate real outputs after the IFFT, and the symbols modulated onto the subcarriers satisfy

$$X_k = X_\overline{k}, \quad k = 1, 2, \ldots, N/2 - 1,$$

where $N$ is the number of subcarriers in OFDM. Moreover, $X_0$ and $X_{N/2}$ are set to zero for the same purpose. After the IFFT, the resultant time-domain signal can be formulated as

$$x_n = \frac{1}{\sqrt{N}} \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} X_k \exp \left( j \frac{2\pi}{N} nk \right), \quad n = 0, 1, \ldots, N - 1,$$

which is bipolar, and various techniques have been proposed to obtain nonnegative waveforms for transmission. When $N \geq 64$, the distribution of $x_n$ is approximately Gaussian with zero mean. In the following, DCO-OFDM, ACO-OFDM, PAM-DMT, U-OFDM, and hybrid optical OFDM schemes are introduced, and the diagram of these schemes is illustrated in Figure 1.
2.1. DCO-OFDM

A natural way to obtain the unipolar signal is adding a DC bias to the bipolar signal while clipping the remaining negative signal at zero. We denote the DC bias as $x_{\text{DC}}$, which is usually proportional to the square root of the electric power of $x_n$ in Eq. (2). Since the expectation of $x_n$ is zero, the optical power of the transmitted signal is proportional to the DC bias when clipping distortion is neglected. A large value of $x_n$ leads to small clipping distortion, which is beneficial to the BER performance at the receiver. However, DC bias does not carry useful information, which is not energy efficient. Therefore, a trade-off between clipping distortion and energy efficiency should be made [35].

2.2. ACO-OFDM

In order to avoid DC bias to achieve higher energy efficiency, ACO-OFDM is proposed, which leaves the even subcarriers unmodulated to obtain an anti-symmetric waveform. For each positive time-domain signal, there is a negative signal with the same absolute value at certain position. Specifically, the time-domain signals of ACO-OFDM after the IFFT satisfy [4]

$$x_{\text{ACO},n} = -x_{\text{ACO},n+N/2}, \quad n = 0, 1, \ldots, N/2 - 1,$$

(3)

whose negative part can be directly clipped at zero (asymmetrically clipped) without information loss. Therefore, the transmitted signal of ACO-OFDM is written as

$$x'_{\text{ACO},n} = x_{\text{ACO},n} + i_{\text{ACO},n} = \begin{cases} x_{\text{ACO},n} & x_{\text{ACO},n} \geq 0; \\ 0 & x_{\text{ACO},n} < 0 \end{cases}$$

(4)

For $n=0,1,\ldots,N-1$, where $i_{\text{ACO},n}$ is the negative clipping distortion of ACO-OFDM. Interestingly, the FFT of $i_{\text{ACO},n}$ denoted as $I_{\text{ACO},k}$ only falls on the even subcarriers, which does not interfere with the useful information. Therefore, a simple FFT can be used at the receiver for detection.
2.3. PAM-DMT

PAM-DMT is also an asymmetrically clipped method to generate nonnegative OFDM signals. Unlike ACO-OFDM, the imaginary part of all subcarriers is utilized for data transmission, while the real part is left unused to produce an anti-symmetric waveform. For the imaginary part of each subcarrier, PAM constellations are employed. The time-domain signals of PAM-DMT after the IFFT satisfy
\[ x_{\text{PAM}, n} = -x_{\text{PAM}, N-n}, \quad n = 1, \ldots, N/2 - 1, \]  
and the transmitted signal of PAM-DMT denoted as \( x_{\text{PAM}, n} \) can be obtained similar to Eq. (4), while we denote the negative clipping distortion of PAM-DMT as \( i_{\text{PAM}, n} \). The FFT of \( i_{\text{PAM}, n} \) represented by \( i_{\text{PAM}, k} \) only falls on the real part of each subcarrier, which does not interfere with the useful information similar to ACO-OFDM. Therefore, a simple FFT can be employed for detection at the receiver.

2.4. U-OFDM

In U-OFDM, the signal in Eq. (2) is utilized to generate nonnegative signal. Unlike DCO-OFDM where the DC bias is used to make the signal unipolar, the OFDM frame is separated into two frames with the same length. In the first frame, all the positive signals remain the same, while the negative signals are clipped at zero. In the second frame, all the negative signals are replaced by their absolute values, while the positive signals are set to zero. At the receiver, the second frame is subtracted from the first frame to recover the original signal. Afterward, the FFT can be used to the resultant signal for detection similar to DCO-OFDM.

2.5. Hybrid optical OFDM

It is noted that, although ACO-OFDM, PAM-DMT, and U-OFDM do not require DC bias, only half of the resources (in either frequency domain or time domain) are employed compared with DCO-OFDM. Therefore, their performances are better than DCO-OFDM only when low-order constellations are used [8]. When high spectral efficiency is required, DCO-OFDM is more preferred since all the resources are used. Recently, some hybrid optical OFDM schemes have been proposed to achieve better trade-off between spectral efficiency and energy efficiency.

In ADO-OFDM, the ACO-OFDM signal is superposed by the DCO-OFDM signal, where only the even subcarriers are modulated by DCO-OFDM to avoid the interference [8]. In this way, all the subcarriers are utilized for modulation, leading to improved spectral efficiency. At the receiver, the symbols on the odd subcarriers for ACO-OFDM are firstly demodulated after the FFT. In order to detect the symbols on the even subcarriers for DCO-OFDM, the clipping distortion of ACO-OFDM should be eliminated firstly, which is estimated by the recovered symbols of ACO-OFDM. However, DC bias is still required in ADO-OFDM (although the power is reduced), which is inefficient in terms of power.

In HACO-OFDM, ACO-OFDM is combined with PAM-DMT whose even subcarriers are modulated by PAM [10]. The odd subcarriers in PAM-DMT are also left unused as in ADO-OFDM.
Therefore, it is very similar to ADO-OFDM at both the transmitter and the receiver. Since PAM-DMT does not require DC bias, HACO-OFDM is more energy-efficient compared with ADO-OFDM. However, the real part of even subcarriers is unmodulated, thus its spectral efficiency is still limited.

To fully utilize the frequency resources, LACO-OFDM is proposed in Ref. [9], where multiple layers of ACO-OFDM are combined for simultaneous transmission. Different layers employ different subcarriers to generate the nonnegative ACO-OFDM signals, while successive interference cancellation is used at the receiver to recover all the symbols in each layer. Compared with conventional ACO-OFDM, the spectral efficiency of LACO-OFDM is approximately doubled with the same constellation order. A similar method is applied to U-OFDM called eU-OFDM, which combines different depths of U-OFDM to further improve the spectral efficiency [11]. In different depths, various repetitions are required so that they can be recovered at the receiver.

3. Index modulation-aided OFDM for visible light communications

In this section, two representative IM-OFDM schemes, namely OFDM-IM and DM-OFDM, will be investigated in terms of their principles and applications in VLC.

3.1. Principles of IM-OFDM

The basic idea of OFDM-IM is to divide the subcarriers into several groups and the indices of activated subcarriers in each group can be used to convey extra information. We denote the number of subcarriers in OFDM as \( N \), while \( m \) bits are transmitted within one OFDM symbol. The \( m \) bits are split into \( g \) groups each consisting of \( p \) bits, where we have \( p = m / g \). Besides, the subcarriers are divided into \( g \) subblocks as well, and each subblock has \( n = N / g \) subcarriers. In each subblock of OFDM-IM, \( k \) out of \( n \) subcarriers are activated for modulation, while the others are left empty. Therefore, the indices of the activated subcarriers can carry \( p_1 \) bits index information, which is given by

\[
p_1 = \left\lfloor \log_2 \left( \frac{n}{k} \right) \right\rfloor; \tag{6}\]

where \( \lfloor \cdot \rfloor \) denotes the integer floor operator. When \( M \)-ary constellation \( M \) is used for the \( k \)-activated subcarriers, \( p_2 \) bits can be transmitted by each OFDM subblock, which is given by

\[
p_2 = k \log_2 (M). \tag{7}\]

Therefore, the number of total transmitted bits in an OFDM-IM frame is expressed as

\[
m = g(p_1 + p_2) = g \left( \left\lfloor \log_2 \left( \frac{n}{k} \right) \right\rfloor + k \log_2 (M) \right), \tag{8}\]

and the spectral efficiency is given by
\[ \gamma_{IM} = \frac{m}{N} = \frac{\log_2 \left( \frac{n}{k} \right) + k \log_2 (M)}{n} \text{ bit/s/Hz.} \quad (9) \]

Take \( n = 4, k = 2, M = 2 \), for example. The spectral efficiency of OFDM-IM is 1 bit/s/Hz, which is identical to the spectral efficiency of conventional OFDM scheme with BPSK modulation. Since only half of the subcarriers are activated in OFDM-IM, the energy efficiency is improved significantly.

It is shown in Eq. (6) that the number of index bits in OFDM-IM is constant when \( n \) and \( k \) are fixed. When high-order constellations are used in activated symbols, the information bits provided by the index patterns are negligible for the whole spectral efficiency. The spectral efficiency loss of the inactivated subcarriers cannot be compensated by the index bits. Moreover, frequency resource is very precious, which is unfavorable to be wasted. Therefore, DM-OFDM is proposed in Ref. [29] to fully exploit the subcarriers and index information.

In DM-OFDM, two constellation sets \( M_A \) and \( M_B \) are utilized for each subblock, whose sizes are \( M_A \) and \( M_B \), respectively. In order to ensure the detection at the receiver, the two constellations sets should have no common constellations points, that is, \( M_A \cap M_B = \emptyset \). In each subblock, the subcarriers are divided into two groups \( A \) and \( B \), whose index sets are \( I_A \) and \( I_B \). The symbols in \( M_A \) and \( M_B \) are used for modulation in subcarrier groups \( A \) and \( B \), respectively. Since \( I_B \) can be easily determined by \( I_A \), we denote \( I_A \) as the index pattern of the OFDM subblock, which can be utilized to convey index bits. When \( k \) subcarriers are modulated by \( M_A \) in each subblock, the number of total transmitted bits of a DM-OFDM symbol is expressed as

\[ m = g \left( \log_2 \left( \frac{n}{k} \right) + k \log_2 (M_A) + (n - k) \log_2 (M_B) \right), \quad (10) \]

and the spectral efficiency of DM-OFDM is calculated as

\[ \gamma_{DM} = \frac{m}{N} = \frac{\log_2 \left( \frac{n}{k} \right) + k \log_2 (M_A) + (n - k) \log_2 (M_B)}{n} \text{ bit/s/Hz.} \quad (11) \]

### 3.2. OFDM-IM for visible light communications

OFDM-IM can be applied to VLC with some modifications. The block diagram of OFDM-IM-based VLC system [33] is illustrated in Figure 2. Since intensity modulation is utilized in VLC, Hermitian symmetry is required to generate real-valued signals. Therefore, only half of the subcarriers are utilized for grouping and bit mapping, while the other half of the subcarriers can be obtained by simple Hermitian symmetry. After \( N \)-point IFFT, the bipolar signals are passed through the unipolar conversion block to generate unipolar signals for LED emission. When DC-biased optical OFDM-IM (DCO-OFDM-IM) is considered, a DC bias is utilized, while the remaining negative signals are directly clipped at zero. When unipolar OFDM-IM (U-OFDM-IM) is used, the OFDM frame is separated into two frames with the same length...
similar to U-OFDM. All the positive signals are transmitted in the first frame, while the negative signals are inverted for transmission in the second frame.

Therefore, the spectral efficiencies of DCO-OFDM-IM and U-OFDM-IM are given by

\[
\gamma_{\text{DCO-IM}} \approx \log_2 \left( \frac{n}{k} \right) + k \log_2 (M) \left( \frac{2}{n} \right) \text{ bit/s/Hz,}
\]

\[
\gamma_{\text{U-IM}} = \log_2 \left( \frac{n}{k} \right) + k \log_2 (M) \left( \frac{4}{n} \right) \text{ bit/s/Hz.}
\]

At the receiver, if U-OFDM-IM is employed, the second frame is subtracted from the first frame. Afterward, an \( N \)-point FFT is performed on the time-domain signals. Unlike conventional optical OFDM where the detection can be performed symbol by symbol, the optical OFDM-IM requires subblock-by-subblock detection since indices of activated subcarriers are unknown at the receiver. Without loss of generality, we consider the symbols in one subblock, where the received symbols after the FFT can be written as

\[
R_i = H_i X_i + W_i, \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, n,
\]

where \( H_i, X_i \), and \( W_i \) denote the channel response, transmitted symbol, and additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with the variance of \( N_0 \) in the frequency domain, respectively. When all the symbols are considered in the subblock, Eq. (14) can be rewritten in the vector form as

\[
R = HX + W,
\]

where the diagonal matrix \( H = \text{diag}(H_1, H_2, \ldots, H_n) \). The optimal receiver employs maximum likelihood (ML) detection, which considers all the possible subblock realizations with different activated subcarrier indices and the constellation points by minimizing the metric as follows:
\[ \{I, X\} = \arg \min_{I, X} \|R - HX\|^2, \tag{16} \]

where \( I \) is the index pattern of the activated subcarriers. The ML detector should consider 
\[ 2^{\log_2 \left( \frac{n}{k} \right)} \cdot 2^{\log_2 |M|} \] possible realizations, whose complexity is very high for large values of \( n, k, \) and \( M \). Therefore, low-complexity detection is required for practical implementation.

In order to reduce the complexity of the receiver, log-likelihood ratio (LLR) detector is proposed by calculating the logarithm of the ratio between \( a \) \textit{posteriori} probabilities of the frequency-domain symbols being either nonzero or zero. A larger LLR means it is more likely that the corresponding subcarrier is activated. The LLR for the \( i \)-th subcarrier is given by
\[ \eta(i) = \log \left( \frac{\sum_{t=1}^{M} \Pr(X_t = S_t|R_i)}{\Pr(X_t = 0|R_i)} \right), \quad 1 \leq i \leq n, \tag{17} \]

where \( S_t \in M \). Since \( \sum_{t=1}^{M} \Pr(X_t = S_t) = k/n \) and \( \Pr(X_t = 0) = (n - k)/n \), the LLR can be rewritten as
\[ \eta(i) = \ln(k) - \ln(n - k) + \frac{|R_i|^2}{N_0} + \ln \left( \sum_{t=1}^{M} \exp \left( -\frac{1}{N_0} |R_i - H_t S_t|^2 \right) \right). \tag{18} \]

When the activated subcarriers are detected, the symbols on the subcarriers can be demodulated independently as the conventional optical OFDM. Therefore, the complexity of the LLR detector for optical OFDM-IM is similar to that of conventional optical OFDM.

3.3. DM-OFDM for visible light communications

The block diagram of DM-OFDM-based VLC system [34] is shown in Figure 3. Unlike other IM-OFDM schemes where several subcarriers are empty in each subblock, DM-OFDM utilizes two distinguishable constellation sets to modulate all the subcarriers, thus achieving higher spectral efficiency. The spectral efficiencies of DCO-DM-OFDM and U-DM-OFDM are given by
\[
\gamma_{\text{DCO-DM}} = \frac{\log_2 \left( \frac{n}{k} \right) + k \log_2 (M_A) + (n - k) \log_2 (M_B)}{2n} \text{ bit/s/Hz}. \tag{19}
\]
\[
\gamma_{\text{U-DM}} = \frac{\log_2 \left( \frac{n}{k} \right) + k \log_2 (M_A) + (n - k) \log_2 (M_B)}{4n} \text{ bit/s/Hz}. \tag{20}
\]
Obviously, it is crucial to find the good combinations of two constellation sets in DM-OFDM. To ensure good BER performance, the minimum Euclidean distance between the two constellations should be equal to that of the points within each constellation. Therefore, one can firstly design a constellation with \( M_A + M_B \) points and then separate the points into two constellations.

Figure 3. Block diagram of DM-OFDM for VLC systems.

Figure 4. An example of DM-OFDM constellation design for \( M_A \) and \( M_B \) with \( M_A = 8 \) and \( M_B = 4 \).
Specifically, when $M_A = M_B = M$, we can employ the points in the $2M$-ary QAM constellation. In Figure 4, an example of DM-OFDM constellation design is provided for $M_A$ and $M_B$ with $M_A = 8$ and $M_B = 4$.

The detection of DM-OFDM is similar to that of OFDM-IM in a subblock-by-subblock manner. When ML detection is used, we have

$$\{i_A, \hat{X}\} = \text{argmin}_{i_A, \hat{X}} \| R - HX \|^2,$$

which still has high complexity.

The LLR detector for DM-OFDM is given by

$$\eta(i) = \ln \left( \frac{M_B k}{M_A (n - k)} \right) + \ln \left( \sum_{t=1}^{M_A} \exp \left( -\frac{1}{N_0} |R_t - H_i S_A^t|^2 \right) \right) - \ln \left( \sum_{t=1}^{M_B} \exp \left( -\frac{1}{N_0} |R_t - H_i S_B^t|^2 \right) \right),$$

where $S_A^t \in M_A$ and $S_B^t \in M_B$. Different from OFDM-IM, Eq. (22) calculates the logarithm of the ratio between the a posteriori probabilities of the frequency-domain symbols being modulated by mapper A and mapper B. When the index pattern is detected, the symbol on each subcarrier can be demodulated by the corresponding demapper.

### 3.4. Performance evaluation

The BER performances of OFDM-IM and DM-OFDM schemes are compared with their conventional optical OFDM counterparts in VLC systems. Unlike antennas in the radio frequency communication systems, LEDs are used in VLC systems, which have nonlinear transfer characteristics, leading to distortions on the transmitted signal beyond the linear range. The nonlinearity can be simply modeled as

$$T(x) = \begin{cases} V_{\text{min}}, & x < V_{\text{min}}; \\ x, & V_{\text{min}} \leq x \leq V_{\text{max}}; \\ V_{\text{max}}, & x > V_{\text{max}}. \end{cases}$$

where $V_{\text{max}}$ and $V_{\text{min}}$ denote the maximum and minimum allowed amplitudes, respectively.

In the simulations, the size of IFFT is set to 256, and the number of subcarriers in each subblock is 4. In OFDM-IM, 2 subcarriers are activated in each subblock. While in DM-OFDM, two subcarriers are modulated by mapper A, and the other two subcarriers are modulated by mapper B. The linear range of LEDs is $[0, 1]$, and the DC bias is set to 0.5 for DCO-OFDM, DCO-OFDM-IM, and DCO-DM-OFDM. In U-OFDM, U-OFDM-IM, and U-DM-OFDM, no DC bias is required.

Figure 5 illustrates the BER performances of OFDM-IM and the conventional optical OFDM schemes, where quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) and binary phase shift keying (BPSK) are utilized in OFDM-IM and its conventional counterparts, respectively. In the simulations, the $x$-axis $E_b/N_0$ stands for the signal-to-noise ratio per bit. Besides, the input energies into
Figure 5. Performance comparison between OFDM-IM and the conventional optical OFDM schemes.

Figure 6. Performance comparison between OFDM-IM, DM-OFDM, and the conventional optical OFDM schemes at higher spectral efficiency.
LEDs are set as 13 and 13.5 dBm (not including the DC energy) for DC-based and U-based schemes, respectively. For both cases, OFDM-IM achieves about 0.243 and 0.121 bit/s/Hz spectral efficiency gains over the conventional DCO-OFDM and U-OFDM. However, it can be seen that OFDM-IM still outperforms its conventional counterparts at the BER level of $10^{-3}$, since enhanced spectral efficiency leads to reduced average bit energy $E_b$, yielding smaller required $E_b/N_0$.

When higher spectral efficiency is considered, OFDM-IM might perform even worse than conventional optical OFDM. Figure 6 shows the BER performances of OFDM-IM, DM-OFDM and the conventional optical OFDM with a spectral efficiency of 1.453 bit/s/Hz for DC-based schemes and 0.727 bit/s/Hz for U-based schemes, where the input energies into LEDs are set as 13 and 13.5 dBm (not including the DC energy) for DC-based and U-based schemes, respectively. In conventional optical OFDM schemes, 8 QAM is employed on each subcarrier, while 32 QAM is used in OFDM-IM. In DM-OFDM, the constellations utilized are shown in Figure 4. From Figure 6, it is shown that OFDM-IM suffers from performance loss compared with conventional optical OFDM with high spectral efficiency, while DM-OFDM achieves more than 1 and 2 dB performance gains over U-OFDM and DCO-OFDM at the BER of $10^{-3}$, for the reason that all the subcarriers are used for modulation, and the indices of subcarriers can provide additional dimension for transmission.

4. Challenges, opportunities, and future research trends

4.1. Dimming compatibility

In VLC systems, illumination is an important function of LEDs. Therefore, the modulation scheme should be compatible with dimming control. When the required illumination level is changed, the data rate should not fluctuate too much. In addition, the modulation scheme should support extreme illumination requirements such as very low or very high intensities. Several schemes have been proposed for conventional optical OFDM to support dimming control in VLC [36, 37], which can be extended to the IM-OFDM schemes. Furthermore, given the property of IM-OFDM, we can use different number of activated subcarriers for various illumination requirements.

4.2. MIMO transmission

In indoor environments, multiple LEDs are installed to provide sufficient illumination. Therefore, it is worthwhile to study the modulation schemes in the MIMO VLC systems [38]. For MIMO transmission, low-complexity transceiver should be designed under the intensity modulation constraint. Moreover, the index modulation can be utilized in the time domain and space domain, and multi-dimensional index modulation in time, frequency, and space domains might be useful to achieve better performance [39, 40].

4.3. Performance improvement

Current researches on IM-OFDM for VLC only consider simple combinations of optical OFDM and IM. Hybrid optical OFDM schemes introduced in Section 2.5 can be considered to further
improve the spectral efficiency of IM-OFDM for VLC systems. At the transmitter, IM-OFDM for VLC suffers from high peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR), causing nonlinear distortions of LEDs. Thus, efficient PAPR reduction techniques have to be employed to combat with the nonlinearity of LEDs. Besides, the low-complexity and high-performance receiver design also requires attention for the deployment of IM-OFDM in low-cost VLC systems.

5. Conclusions

In this chapter, to shed light on the development of IM-OFDM schemes in VLC, we introduce the principles of optical OFDM and IM-OFDM, which are exemplified by several representative schemes. It is indicated that various IM-OFDM schemes are capable of enhancing the energy efficiency or the spectral efficiency compared with conventional OFDM, leading to improved BER performance. Theoretical analysis and numerical results demonstrate that these IM-OFDM schemes can enhance the overall performance compared with its conventional counterparts. Therefore, IM-OFDM would be a promising modulation technique for future VLC systems. Moreover, the challenges and opportunities are discussed for the deployment of IM-OFDM in VLC systems, which are beneficial to researchers who are interested in this field.
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